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u--(Time: 2,/z hours)
Total Marks: 75

N. B.: (I) AH questions are compulsory. ./;••• Ai'
(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and State the assumptions made.
(3) Answers to the same question must be written.together.
(4) Numbers to the right indicate marks. / " ;7' v’1: ; -i ' '
(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary. ; , . , •
(fiUNe of Non-nrogrammable calculators is allowed. ;

.151. Attempt any three of the following: , 0 ^
a. What is the role of DBMS? What are its advantages over file system? .
b. Explain storage system and query processor components of database- structure.
c. What is a business rule? What is its purpose in data modeling?
d. Write comparison between hierarchical, netwprk.& relational model
e. List and explain Codd’s rules in detail.
f. Explain ER diagram and its compdhents^Give the distinction betw.eep-disjoint,overlapping,

total and partial constraints. Draw E^R diigram^fe^he dpIlpwing^itpmibns that correctly 
models this domain and its constraints,. : /
A small racing league want a database to keep tfaCk of teams,:drivefs, races and scores in 
the league. The league is run for teams,.wh,ich are identified by.their names. Each team has 
one or more drivers and has a unique
league licence number.; First and last names of the drivers should also be included. A driver 
may only participate.fora single team throughout the season..Races are identified simply 
by the dates when they, are run. f or each race, the league also wants to store the venue where 
it took place. Drivers participate in races, and for each participating driver the database 
should store the total race time for that driver, and the league score they got from that race.

2. Attempt any three of the following;
a. Why are entity integrity, and referential .integrity important in a database? Explain in detail.
b. system & also explain database 

anornalies-in detaii., '
, Yofr are .given the following set of functional dependencies for a relation R(A,B,C,D,E,F),

^>F }.. ■

rei^ijdn.:lio^a^plain.why by showing one violation.
(B, C, D, E, F) a dependency preserving

/; dccompositiprillf not, explain briefly. '
-o' Write short nofe on Garfesian produqt with its syntax and example.

with example.
e. . of expressions of tuples relational calculus.
f. State the difference between relational algebra and calculus.

15

.*•

153. Attempt aiiv three of the following:
What are constraints? What are the different types of constraints? Explain, 

b. When can a view be updated? Explain the syntax of updating a view. Also state the 
difference between views and table.

a.
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■'■SJ • V ''/'}- .-; 
V . .' /'/VfID,FIRST_NAME,LAST_NAME,SALARY,JOINING_DATEiDEPARTME

Write the SQL queries for the following: . •
a. Write An SQL Query To Print The F1RST_NAME And LAST NAME From; g §§

Worker Table Into A Single Column COMPLETE_NAME. A Space Char Should ^
Separate Them. &

b. Write An SQL Query That Fetches The Unique Values Of DEPARTMENT From;'. .;
Worker Table And Prints Its Length: '... ' ^ .;v

c. Write An SQL Query To Print Fi|StThree Characters Of F1RST_NAME From :
rr '^WA: x: ■?^

d. Write An SQL Query To Fetch; Worker.Names.Wjth Salaries >= 50000 And <=
100000.

e. Write An SQL Query To Fetch The No. O.f Workers for Each Department in the
Descending Order. '' "" ' "

c Consider the relations : 
Worker 
(WORKER,

i. v o-*. .N-V

3S'"5. Attempt any three of the following: , -.v-Jv. .
a. What is the use of % TYPE attributes and how it is beneficial WJiile;dec)arihg the ; ./•

variable? r¥<fMM 0
b. Illustrate the attributes of implicit cursor with
c. Explain the function Raise_ApplicationJError 0 ;^
d. List & explain the various features of PL/SQL

blocks and subprograms. ’
e. What are packages in PL/SQL? List and explain the various advantages of packages.

Create a package to display the employee name and^salary. /.

■

NT)

• s»‘-

f.rWorker Table. &

•

d Write in brief about SQL,^^i{a:'aiv^tages‘2md''ars6' explain NULL value concept. How 
NULL values are diffe^ttftom ^ "

e Define Join and List following relation
and solve the beloty, query: . / . ^
Sample table: depart**^'., ^
( DEPARTMEOTJiDjPEPARTMENfNAMEsMANAGER^ID, LOCATION ID) 
Sample table: emplpyre^'^;>> .. ■ ; ; Y'V
(E.MPLOYEEJD . FIRSTINAME , LAST_NAME , EMAIL , PHONE_NUMBER 
,HIRE_DAT£. ,. JOBJD .SALARY? /COMMISSiONJPCT , MANAGER ID ,

. ‘ 4{ >
!) 'tCt-Sisplay£the- iianxe,-last name, department number, and
depanmentname.for.eaeh employee. ^

I: differentiate between ANYapd ALL operators with example & also explain hierarchical 
query. ,-V>. v,\-  '

/ ;;. C, What(w: cpncptienr transaction? Explain in detail the main features of concurrent 
. • ;■ executionw.v; jv ‘

: 'w^mBSXS0,*m “'"pi"8 “*'* ** t—***■
“lng ****How »c°mPare wi«,«*. 

f' y“sweriS 3V0ided ^ dCad!°Ck'aVOidanCC schemes’is starvation still possible? Explain

;
-:
i

!
:
i

i

jmmipiwticm
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IT. Paper / Suty'ect Code: 80705 / Applied Mathematics

Sen/1 -AJL de^oJprr 3®#
x'x : x V..X

(Time: 2i4 hours)

N. B.: (1) AH questions are compulsory.
(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made. . ,r -
(3) Answers to tire ^question must be written together; % $ ' .....
(4) Numbers to the right indicate marks, ;Vc, ,< ,,.... <•
(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary:
(6) Use of Non-program mabie calculators is allowed.

1. Attempt any three of the following: : > - : ■ V
a. Reduce the matrix to normal form and finditsnuik.where 

"l -I 3 6"
1 3-3-4
5 3 3 1 1

(V

A —

b. Examine for consistency the system.of equations
2; x + 2y + z = 2; 4x^.ly-5z = 2;and solve them if.fooind consistence.

r; $ H ;#WA#»W .. XXXXX'o imim wmmim 

° -2 WMfM i WSS&
d- Express in Polar from -1 + V3 i.

(cosff - sin0)*(cos5g -/sm5fl)
' ,(cos8^+isin8^),/2

-V'- •. , I v
*• Prove that : .;. sinh‘J ^ = log(x +Ax2 + l)

x — y — z =

1 2 -2 
-1 3A =

— using DerMoivre’s theorem.
e.

Simplify
\ i,r A:

2. Attempt any three of the following:
a. • , 2 ' i dy dy'SoWe:^:^^~xy— #

Jitgfcisp^iftgfttgsis x
,dc2 •

15

1

vO*

;o
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5. Attempt any three of the following: 

-”v. dx

r.

*■

c. Find the Laplace transform of the following.
| + 3^)+2j^M = r; g‘v?n y(p) - 0

“• Find the inverse Uplace transformer-^. V -1Hf ^

4. Attempt anyj^ree of the following: g|

b. Take Expression as a single,integral and evalbate

JilPlf
4 ■

■ • - ! ' - v-.,- -. O G

w
Evaluate Jx2. e 

0 
n

Evaluate J jcsin6 x dx 
0

a.

Sh **.„*„), Htf

^ J#lll§118sfIf «*(«)= J ^(x, a) rfx, write:the I^le^|jid:-^ and; hehce prow thay-'

J&-m -i&W '.ir

mMf-

■MUM
m r
.* Wv .r • .- ; ■• .'•■»,• • ■ '• ■ A .

3. Attempt any three of the following: 

Find the Laplace transform of /(/) =
b.

cos t
sin/

c.

d.

e.y Find:

f.

cm
A'

3v,

a
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(2) Makesuitable assumptions wherever necessary arid-state the assumptionsAatde. V
(3) Answers to the same question must be written together. ,.v
(4) Numbers to the right indicate marks. r
(4)-Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary. ; v. . V'
(6) Use of Non-programmable calculators is allowed. y .

S7 Sy ~y., V> •;
/•' Cr-Vf'YVX,5'

(Time: 2Vz hours)

N. B.: (1) AH questions are compulsory.
•<

1. Attempt any three of the following: / • v .
a. Explain the features of Python programming.
b. What is variable? What are the rules and conventions for declaring a variable?'
c. Explain if—else statement with an example.* V ... . 'y,!
d. Write a Python program to print factorial of a numbe^^J&^ut^te^ei'v
e. Explain continue statement with an example:

*
15i ‘ s>',' •*,

'r-S/Q

...................... - ‘jy.-
f. Write a Python program to calculate area of triangle arid: circle andprintfhe.^esult.

Take input from user. , . ■ ’

2. Attempt any three of tjicf following: 15
a. Define function. Write iyhtax to define function. Give^xampl^.-qf^u'hction definition.
b. What is actual diferen;ce,rilpng With an example.
c. Write a Python program to calculate factorial of given riiim berusirig recursive function.
d. Discuss the differ.en:<^J^e.tWje^n.tlocaf'aiid gTofca.1 variable.’1
e. Explain any five ba3ic operations performed on string.
f Write a P^hon program to check whether a string is palmdrpme.

"
3. Attempt any three of the following:

-----a.— What qre bsts? How to define and access the elements of list?
b. Write a program to input any two tuples and interchange the tuple values.
c.
d. .sfipty-tq}cre£^^^ Give example.
e. ;,^plain^|f(e^nt mpdes pf opening a file.
^v^v-^it^asPython^gram to accept an integer number and use try/except to catch the

d v-' -

■v

15

•• :"4- Attempt^y.|/?^ dfffie fdlldwlng:
Li■■■■>different types of regular expression? 
V'/;, With it^ ariy ,five functions.

with example, 
time module.

' to create a thread?
.y VDeMjj^ the information of student and display the

15

same.
r

f0>M ¥4v

v.-
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a;a
.V ’■ ■'

5. Attempt any three of the following: 
a. Write a Python code to create the following GUI: - •.

■ my ’ ■ . 'A 'A'A , ■
■V'- '/ v--';’A

.V.. X

I liiSBH 'AA

r Option 2 . \ A
•*s

r Option 3 
You selected the option 1

•r- V

>v
b. Explain the layout manager in detail. ,v. ... ^ .. % ... ^ . .

What is the use of listbox widget?'Give an example to add elements.to listl^bx.
Write a source code in Python to create login screen ^ ,
Write a source code in Pythbn to;read single and multiple resultsofqueryexecution. 
Write a source code in Pythpn tO shovv database connectivity and insert the following
information in table named ‘Item’. &

&
c.
d.
e.
f.

Price I Quantity^
50/. :1Q0 • ■

Item nameItemno >Geometry'Box101
A f A ASoap ' ; V 100 50___ __102

Perfume, g A 150 25103
Pen < ■ 50 '200104 C' • V: <

...v.
Pencil PlOO20105 r,-

Write queries based upon Item.table given 
Display item name and price value. 

i,i: Display the item information whose name starts with letter 'p\
iu. ; Display item name, whose price is in between 50 to 100.
iv. Display soap information.

X: „ c^v*' Remove pen information,
<*-' $T.<S 'C 'A.'-,.^ .;Aayisf/y&Myy

a a.-v“

ymmMasaa 
aaaaaaaaa

i&

-Kr-

_,

r

s;
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[Total Marks: 75)
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N. B.: (1) All questions are compulsory.
(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made^
(3) Answers to the same question must be written together.
(4) Numbers to the right indicate marks.
(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary.
(6) Use of Non-programmable calculators is allowed

Of
iV

*0 ' •

‘S>,1. Attempt any three of the following:
a. List and explain the different asymptotic notations used in data structures.
b. What are the different ways in which data structures are classified? Explain in detail
c. What do you mean by complexity of an algorithm? Explain its types.

15
i

, \-d. Write an algorithm for binary search in an array.
e. What is sparse matrix? Explain different types of sparse.matrijx...
f. Explain with the help of an example how to merge two sorted arrays.

' 32. Attempt any three of the following:
a. Explain the structure and types of linked list.
b. Write the algorithm for ,insertion of a node at the given position and deletion at the end

in linked list. p

15

c. Write an algorithm to copy one linked jistinto another 1 inked list.
d. Write an algorithm-to insert an element at the beginnirig arid end of circular linked list.
e. Write and explain an algorithm for inserting at the beginning in^two way linked list.
f. Explain the different categories of header linked list. '

r
3. Attempt any three of the following:
a. Write the Algorithm for push and pop operation of the stack.
b. Write the algorithm for converting infix to postfix and convert the following expression 

to pbstfix notation using stack.
I=(6-i-2)*5-8/4 .

c. Write the algorithm for evaluating a postfix expression using stack and give an
.. example. ' c’

d. rHowrinserfion and deletion operations take place in a queue?
30 ; ^represented using linked list and give the algorithm for

-f. HoW priority queues are represented in memory.

4. Attempt any three of the following:
o$f- to find the minimum and maximum element in binary search tree.
b. ' Create a heap for the given elements 15 7 10 2 20 15 18.
c. Construct a binary tree from its inorder and postorder traversals.

> In-order: 5 10 12.15 182025 30 35 40 50
: Post-order: 5 12 18 15 10 25 35 50 40 30 20

d. Sort the following elements using selection sort.
22 35- 17 8 13 44 5 28

53626

15

V,

15

■ -

’2 * ' ■
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e. Write and explain the algorithm for finding a position of a given element arid its parent
in a binary search tree. ~

f. Write the algorithm for inserting in a node in Red-Black tree. . '

5. Attempt any three of the following: , 15
a. What are the different ways to represent graphs iff 'riietiiory? 'Kx.plaiiiv^.
b. Write and explain the algorithm for best first search ih a;graj>hl; r / '
c. Using Prim's algorithm find the minimum spanning tree: !:;v r.. / / <

•*.

..v:
b c

V3r

3. Multi-graph.
4. Directed graph. P ?
^Hamiltonian path. .

•z>
e. Explain any two collision resolution techniques-:
f- .^WhM^relhash table and hash functions? Explain folding method and 

method for constructing hash functions.
m's-

^ i S$8r< -

- - Vmsm

mid square

CV

V0M <?0< ’ y

:mm$ ■if#

c
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Paper / Subject Code: 80703 / Computer Networks15Y.1T.
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JX

(Time: 2Vi hours)

N. B.: (1) All questions are compulsory. : ,'*-v v s • / '
(2) Makesuitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assurtiptibng made:,
(3) Answers to the same question must be written together: ;v V;'
(4) Numbers to the right indicate marks. ^ v r< '
(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary:
Q5) Use of Non-prograinmable calculators is allowed. > ./; ,• *>.>

' ■■ • V’V p . :V V :'.f .y\A /o'/"'. •' i \J - ' V .'
'r 'j:'c 'V ;-y, ■/'•v15

V>. ,;V \ -K'; - /"•-SV-'a/,/
a. Explain the types of transmission modes for data flow. ^ ;;
b. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different netwdrk topblqgies. .
c. What is Shannon capacity of noisy channel?

'v

i#' <•

i >

1. Attempt any three of the following:

... ...,
The signal-to-noise ratio is given as 36dB apeftheCalculate 
theoretical channel capacity.

d. What are the different types of transmission impairments? • v p
e. Distinguish between data rate and signal rate.

A signal is carrying data in which, one data element is encoded as :9he;s.i^ii$t#l^ent (r=l). If the 
bit rate is 100kbps, what is the. average value of the baud rate if cis between.p-and 1?

f. Define constellation diagr.am^Explain its role in analog,transmission.

VV'iY- : ' ■ SSSSI'
2. Attemptany II,mqIII, f.ill.minr.: ■ . ■ v . .
a. Describe the goals•of mhltiplpxi ng v Which are the;3 ;tnultipleXing tecHniques?
b. Define FHSS (Frbquendy Sopping Spread Spectrum). Explaih.hbw it achieves bandwidth sharing.
c. Discuss the fiber,
d. Explain the two'techiipj6|ies/pf circuit switching.
e. List and ^x^^fl^th^^^lpgsc]p^yid!^d^yVdat^:fink,:Iaye^.
f. How does^iihgle-lfiterror differ from a burst error?

->'f'if 'a *v v'Vv V,\ ' y’V.’ V.-."'-

\

15

153. Attempt a«v three of the following:
* a. Comp^e arid contrast flow-controi and error control, 

b.
Dispute concept of pure ALOHA. * '

Mf<£ .^•rit?.n6te^n.TD^%;(|finle Division Multiple Access ). 
M Discuss any five characteristics of standard Ethernet.

by network Layer.
yV^VV^ritetibrtnbte^^^tN^twork Address Resolution)

............. ...............................

15
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c. What is fragmentation? Discuss the three fields in an IP datagrarri. relat^-^9.
d. How to overcome instability in distance vector routing algorithm. ^ ^ ”
e. Discuss different timers in RIP (Routing Information Protocol). ;
f. Differentiate between IPv4 and IPv6. ,vc'. s!^vV\\ '

0 .
Attempt any three of the following: 15
Explain the concept CSMA/CA.
Explain the services provided by User Datagram Protocol (jUDP).
Discuss the three-way handshaking in TCP (Transmission C|ont^^^ocpli:l^^m?^^n? 

establishment.
Explain the process of transferring a mail. VV'T-V V.:Vs;V
Explain the architecture ofWorld Wide Web (WWW). , ,
Briefly explain the different timers in TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), i

' ' i

••vv
5.
a.
b.
c.

d.
v"’

'1e. v

f. .

Tv'

L-T
S'.

1*1

TV
WVTV/., V? v' ? T,,

>• vs:-'~
;V' -- T

-y

TV ~ ; v v..,..; i

•'V: - V-T'
:VVVy'TV T : .. ;/

< ■

■>

*V.
v

• ■ i

V : . ;:v
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